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Take your rubber stamp art to a whole new level! Think you've explored all the possibilities of rubber stamping? Think again! Sherrill Kahn shows you how to create dazzling new effects that make your rubber stamp art more colorful, unique and full of pizzazz. Inside you'll discover 20 creative recipes that combine sponging, glazing and masking techniques with colorful stamped patterns. Try them out on the 12 step-by-step projects, including a fabric wall
hanging, wooden tray, terra-cotta flowerpot, paper lantern, journals, boxes and more. You'll also learn how to make decorative beads out of shrink plastic and air-dry clay, add magical metallic highlights to any project, and stamp with foam plates, rubber bands and Rollagraphs. The creative possibilities are endless! By using colors that pop, layering techniques that add depth, and dynamic patterns that catch the eye, you'll make stamping more fun, more
creative and full of wonderful surprises!
Photo CraftCreative Mixed Media and Digital Approaches to Transforming Your PhotographsPenguin
No Fear Transfers If you have never tried image transfers or have experienced image transfer mishaps, then Image Transfer Workshop is for you. This book presents step-by-step techniques for 35 image transfer processes, extensive tips for fixing mishaps and examples of how to combine transfers in finished pieces of mixed-media art. This comprehensive guide features: 35 Techniques: This book focuses exclusively on making transfers—from simple tape and
gel medium transfers to more complex and out of the box techniques, like solar silk screens and plastic wrap transfers. Troubleshooting: Image Transfer Workshop includes extensive answers to help fix problems in transfers gone wrong. You'll learn what to watch for, what to do to get great transfers every time. Dual Styles, Dual Approaches: The authors' different styles illustrate how transfer techniques can take on completely different looks. Finished pieces of
art for each technique and a section of completely stepped-out projects are sure to inspire you! Let Image Transfer Workshop help build your image transfer confidence.
Susan Tuttle offers instant-gratification photo editing tips and extra shooting know-how in this companion guide to the book Art of Everyday Photography.
Craft Paper and Ephemera for Scrapbooking and Journaling
Adventures in Mixed Media
Abstract Doodles to Color
Master the fundamental concepts of mixed media art
Creative Mixed Media and Digital Approaches to Transforming Your Photographs
Art Nouveau Ephemera for Crafts
Art of Everyday Photography
Creative Mixed Media
The popular author of Creative Embellishments is back with even more exciting ideas to explore! Packed with inspiration, this book offers 16 creative techniques to try with paper and fabric. Discover out-of-the-ordinary uses for everyday items such as facial wipes, hair gel, and shower mats! Play with new techniques and materials; then follow Sherrill's guidelines on design and composition to create a stunning work of art. Master techniques that range from stamping and paper embossing to working with stencils, digital images, glue batik, and much more Browse the stunning galleries--there's one for each technique
Learn to ask "What if?" and produce your own symphony of line, color, texture, and value
Every photo captures a precious memory--and Creative Photo Collage is a complete guide to collecting, archiving, and presenting those treasured, personal images. Consummate craft designer Marie Browning offers dozens of unique projects for turning photos into home decor and gifts, as well as easy-to-learn collage techniques for scrapbooking, laminating, decoupage, jewelry making, and transferring images to a variety of materials. There are even tips for getting a great picture in the first place, and for storing them, coloring them, and manipulating them on the computer. An entire chapter focuses on creative
displays, with advice on effectively grouping and framing photographs thematically.
In this easy-to-understand book, Susan Tuttle encourages the reader to get her camera off of "auto mode" and finally learn how to use its features to create beautiful photos capturing the everyday moments of life, including portraiture, landscape, still-life scenes, food, pet photography, street photography and more. In addition to camera basics, Susan includes many tips and techniques for getting the most out of smart phone cameras and photo apps.
A look at why we are interested in what we see in art. Are we born with aesthetic preferences that are shaped by cultural influences? Is our natural attraction to Beauty another weapon in our arsenal of species' survival? This book examines many so-called rules of composition in the visual arts to find natural reasons for their existence. It is designed to aide the visual artist and those who appreciate their work by bringing attention to subtle cues of attraction cultivated by our ancient and immediate ancestors. It calls upon recent work in neuroaesthetics and other scientific disciplines to back up its speculative claims,
and asks the reader to contribute opinions of their own on the books' website at naturallycomposed.com. There are many examples of photos in the book, and the reader is again asked to insert their own examples to enforce or refute the claims.
Copyright-Free Images to Cut Out for Junk Journaling, Scrapbooking, Decoupage, Collages, Card Making and Mixed Media : 19 Sheets Single-Sided
The Ultimate Guide to Selling Art Online
Waltzing Australia
Calm
Art in a Box
101 Mixed Media Techniques
52 Creative Adventures in Painting and Mixed Media for Budding Artists of All Ages
Mixed-Media Art Projects for Expanding Creativity and Encouraging Personal Growth

This book brings together a selection of photographs that were captured during their 30 years of profession, where characters of political, cultural field are presented, as well as anonymous characters that reflect part of the Uruguayan feel.
This delightful book offers a wide and enticing range of gorgeous designs and scenes for you to color in and make your own. The images and patterns of flora and fauna provide a relaxing way to explore the artist inside you. By following your creative instincts, you will de-stress your mind and body and be rewarded with a portfolio of beautiful finished artworks.
Smart Social Media is the definitive hands-on guide on how to claim your share of the current social media marketing boom and how to build a lucrative business part-time by providing social media marketing services to businesses and entrepreneurs both locally and worldwide. This guide collects valuable lessons from current Social Media Managers and highlights key marketing strategies related toFacebook, video marketing, and YouTube. In Smart Social Media, you will discover: Why there is such a high demand for Social Media Managers
and so many opportunities for the services they offer How you can start TODAY, even if you have no prior experience Expert advice on how to close a sale with your clients, charge top dollar, and increase your fees Expert advice on how to avoid common pitfalls when starting out as a Social Media Manager Why being a Social Media Manager can provide for a great lifestyle How to deliver effective and powerful Facebook, video marketing, and YouTube campaigns to grow your clients' businesses How to grow your own business through
outsourcing and delegation Other online marketing services you can offer to your clients And much, much more... This is a step-by-step guide that shares strategies and techniques you can implement immediately to build a successful social media marketing business for small businesses while living anywhere you want and servicing clients all around the world.
Cut Out and Collage Art Book Craft papers and Ephemera for Scrapbooking and Journaling. Book 1 Pink Convenient and Co-ordinated Crafting! Spend hours happily crafting with this wonderful book of patterned paper and cut and collage images for mixed media crafting and art projects. Now you don't need to waste your precious crafting time searching for those perfect coordinating patterns - they're all here at your fingertips! Varied patterns - there's 2 of each one - use your favorites for multiple projects Reverse sides are parchment
effect, in different shades. Several pages of frames and decorated journaling paper - perfect for recording memories, poetry or thoughts. You can also frame those special pictures or photographs Page after page of assorted ephemera - interesting art images, postcard prints, phot reproductions, cut out pockets and envelopes Ideal for cardmaking, junk journals, scrapbooking, planners, cut out and collage art, doll house decoration - use your imagination and get creative! Use as a complete scrapbook kit, or combine with your other craft paper. All
the included paper supplies, patterns, frames and images, coordinate beautifully- the theme for this book is "Antique Pink" Everything you need, in one convenient place. So forget the endless searching, this amazing collage art and journaling paper book has it all - so order now! Happy Crafting!
Swearing Coloring Book for Adults
Art Techniques that Educate with Fun Projects that Inspire!
Spotlight on the Art of Resilience
The Art of Using the Love of Aesthetics We Are Born With to Keep Our Viewer's Interest in Our Image.
Smart Social Media
The Calm Coloring Book
Playing with Image Transfers
The Complete Photo Guide to Creative Painting
In this inspirational volume, artist and author Pam Carriker offers uninhibited mixed-media play while encouraging you to look at your work with a newly evaluative eye and determine what works for you. Create your own art journal while using a variety of mixed-media techniques and explore seven important elements of art: • Color • Texture • Shape • Space • Depth • Mark making • And shading An art-making workshop in a book, Creating Art at the Speed of
Life offers a 30-day syllabus, introducing and exploring each element in a series of exercises, complete with worksheets to help you evaluate your work and make it more successful and satisfying. In an "open studio" at the end of each chapter, well-known contributing artists share inspirational work focused on that chapter's element. With Pam's lessons and advice on how to assess your artwork, you will experiment and grow into a more confident artist.
In the multimillion-dollar crafter market, this is one art form that appeals to artists and makers of all kinds, whatever their other mediums may be. Also termed 3-D collage, shadow boxes, or assemblage, it's based on how you choose and arrange items in a "box" (term used loosely!) to create a visual message. With 30 intriguing projects of varied complexity, this complete guide teaches techniques for arranging, organizing, mounting, and creating
narratives. The boxes use easily available items like cigar boxes, unusual packaging containers, or mint tins. The form's history is covered too, including the curiosity cabinets of Renaissance Europe, the found-object assemblage boxes created in the 20th century by Joseph Cornell, and the works artists create today. Includes examples to teach arrangement, grouping, and assembly and offers extra inspiration with a 40-page gallery of a wide range of
works by expert artists.
Presents techniques for creating mixed media art, with step-by-step, illustrated instructions and overviews of the required tools and materials, including drawing and painting techniques, stamping, stitching, collaging, and journaling.
Resilience is largely an exercise of mindset and mindfulness, of perspective and persistence, of ways of thinking and of will. Inside, you will find personal stories and their lessons that are intended to help anyone who is struggling with a personal test or dealing with loss.
Mindful Mosaic
Your Guide to Becoming a Highly Paid Social Media Manager
More Than 200 Fundamental Mixed Media Concepts and Techniques
Mixed-Media Techniques for Successful Transfers
Move Toward Manual and Make Creative Photos
A Path for Evolving Souls Living Through Personal and Planetary Upheaval
Image Transfer Workshop

Paint Lab for Kids is a fun and inspiring book of painting exercises for kids from bestselling art-technique author Stephanie Corfee.
You'll be as proud as a peacock to make these enchanting projects! Freedom, grace, happiness, simplicity--all are traits associated with the humble bird, a subject favored by artists and crafters everywhere. Crafty Birds celebrates those fine feathered friends with a captivating collection of mixed-media projects. From jewelry to collage to soldering and more--and from all your favorite North Light authors, including Kelly Rae Roberts, Josie Cirincione and Stephanie Lee--you'll enjoy feathering your nest with: • Jewelry projects,
including necklaces, earrings and bracelets. • Collage projects, including paper, fabric and digital media. • Mixed-media projects, including assemblage, soldering and art journaling. And you'll learn expert techniques for working with resin, wire, plaster, encaustic, Adobe Photoshop, and more! So spread your wings and get started--Crafty Birds will leave you soaring!
Our cat likes to hide. Can you find her?This book contains over 100 photos of our cat, Kitty Nala, who likes to hide in funny and random places. Over 60 of the photos are "puzzles" that challenge you to find her. Each photo puzzle has a matching photo "answer" showing you where she is. It's fun trying to find the kitty, and you'll chuckle at her creative hiding spots and her winning personality.
A book aimed at collage, fiber and book artists and crafters explores the varied materials and techniques for mixed media through a series of lessons and projects that merge paper, fiber and other materials, in a book with 300 full-color photos. Original.
Creative Photography Lab
Creative Photo Collage
Paint Print Stitch Stamp Embellish
Digital Expressions
Exploring Creativity with Watercolor and Mixed Media
Uruguay Photography
Make Today Your Bitch the Epic Profane Adult Coloring Book: Swear Word Finds Sweary Fun Way - Swearword for Stress Relief
Art Lab for Kids
Creative Stress reveals with precision how we can and must transmute negative stress so that we can evolve individually and collectively. It offers the reader a steady climb to the higher reaches of human creativity and fulfillment, and is packed with compelling stories from O'Dea's exceptionally rich experience.
Presents art lessons for art projects of varying styles including drawing, printmaking, and mixed media.
Are you ready for a challenge? This book presents 35 intricate coloring pages for adults, each printed on one side of the page. Each design began as a hand-drawn flight of fancy inspired by henna artwork, 1960s and 70s pop art, and whimsical swirls of imagination.
Swear to Calm Down & Relax..."My middle finger salutes you." If you ever want to give your boss a middle finger, this unconventional adult coloring book is the perfect cure for the itch of your tender mind. The 26 pro-artists prepared illustrations match perfectly with the words and phrases you want to speak out loud but never dare to. Now it's THE time to remove your civilized mask and enjoy your true self. What the F*CK is really in this book of myth? Look Inside to find out now!
Create Fairy Tale-Inspired Mixed-Media Art Projects to Develop Your Personal Artistic Style
Art of Everyday Photography Companion
Ever After
Find Kitty Nala
Crafty Birds
52 Creative Adventures in Drawing, Painting, Printmaking, Paper, and Mixed Media-For Budding Artists of All Ages
Naughty Profanity and Rude Words; Perfect Gifts for Friends: Creative Cursing Sweary Color Pages for Dirty Grown Ups Relaxation
Bird Art & Crafts for Mixed Media Artists
Carla Sonheim is an artist and creativity workshop instructor known for her fun and innovative projects and techniques designed to help adult students recover a more spontaneous, playful approach to creating. Her innovative ideas are now collected and elaborated on in this unique volume. Carla offers a year's worth of assignments, projects, ideas, and techniques that will introduce more
creativity and nonsense into your art and life. Drawing Lab for Mixed-Media Artists offers readers a fun way to learn and gain expertise in drawing through experimentation and play. There is no right or wrong result, yet, the readers gain new skills and confidence, allowing them to take their work to a new level.
h3>Elegant Art & Exciting Colors Beautiful asymmetrical, floral, and ornamental patterns from the Art Nouveau era have been curated for this collection of paper ephemera art, perfect for cutting out for your journaling and papercraft projects. Inside this 8.5"x11" ((21.59cm x 27.94cm) softcover book are 19 sheets of colorful Art Nouveau ornamental patterns by French artist and designer,
Maurice Pillard Verneuil (1869-1942). The collage cutouts in this book contain ornamental art designs in various shades of blue, purple, red, brown, yellow, orange, green, with black and cream, with 3 to 4 different designs per page that can easily be cut out and used individually in your papercraft projects. The copyright-free illustrations in this collection were found in the Public
Domain archives and are royalty-free images that can be used in both personal and commercial projects. Stylish Pattern Designs For: Scrapbooks Decoupage Collages Junk Journals Bible Journals Greeting Cards Mixed Media Pages in this book are non-perforated, single-sided, and printed on quality, 60# (100 GSM) paper which is perfect for papercrafts. Sheets have a white backside. NOTE: Each
page of this book can easily be cut or torn out, and copied and printed on sticker paper to create vintage ephemera stickers too! Add colorful grace and elegance your papercraft design. Get your cutout ephemera art book today.
Express yourself on a digital canvas Imagine flying through an inky night sky tethered to a red, heart-shaped balloon. Now imagine expressing that dream artistically. With Digital Expressions you can take ordinary photos and, with the help of Adobe Photoshop Elements, voice your flights of fancy. Digital Expressions guides you through 25 digital art projects created with Photoshop
Elements. With this easy-to-follow guide, you'll get inspired to tackle all kinds of digital mixed-media techniques using stock photography, custom brushes, textured backgrounds and your own digital photos. Use your digital palette to: Manipulate single images by adding texture layers, color fills and text Re-create the look of traditional art like drawings and abstract paintings Build
collages using transparent layers and photo filters Blend seamless montages with various effects Incorporate your own traditional art into digital works Mixed-media artists, art journalers and scrapbookers alike can turn the ordinary into extraordinary! Express yourself in digital form as you learn to master creative digital art techniques. Please note that the digital version of this
book does not include the bonus CD.
Let the wisdom and enchantment of timeless fables and fiction help you achieve your creative goals! From celebrated mixed-media artist and author of Create Your Life Book Tamara Laporte, Ever After is a rich collection of step-by-step mixed-media art lessons inspired by fairy tales, folk tales, and classic fiction. Based on one of Tamara’s popular series of online classes, Ever After
addressesthe most frequently asked question she receives from her students: “How do I develop my own creative style?” In addition to the beautiful art lessons created especially for this book by Tamara and eight other noted mixed-media artists, each chapter offers creative exercises that invite readers to explore stories, their symbolism, and a specific aspect of style development as
they work toward and ultimately achieve their artistic goals. The Story of You. Explore the experiences, feelings, and ideas that stir your passion, and how to adapt and change motifs and other visual elements to make them your own. Inspiration: How to Find It, How to Use It. Examine how to stay open to inspiration, incorporate it into your art practice, and integrate it into your
artwork. Comfort Zones & Productivity. Learn strategies for working through your fear and dedicating time to your artmaking. Dealing with Challenges & Deepening Your Voice. Find guidance for starting a mindfulness practice to help you deal with harsh feedback, and for allowing yourself the joy of continually evolving your story, your message, and your style. Ever After will teach you to
tell your own unique stories through artmaking so that your wish—to become the artist you’ve always wanted to be—is sure to come true! Guest Teachers Includes lessons and tips from these renowned mixed-media artists: Kara Bullock Lucy Chen Danita Andrea Gomoll Annie Hamman Mariëlle Stolp Effy Wild Micki Wilde Fairy Tales, Fables & Fiction Featured stories include: Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland Bambi Beauty & the Beast Goldilocks & the Three Bears Mulan Peter Pan Sleeping Beauty The Little Mermaid
The Creative Photographer
Drawing Lab for Mixed-Media Artists
30 Days of Mixed-Media Exploration
Naturally Composed
Wavy, Detailed Coloring Pages for Adults
52 Fun Exercises for Developing Self-Expression with Your Camera. Includes 6 Mixed-Media Projects
Quick Tips for Shooting and Photo Editing
Create Your Life Book
In Mixed Media Magic, artist Karen Campbell shares her excitement and vast knowledge of mixed media and art journaling techniques by providing ten fun, increasingly challenging, step-by-step creative projects. Karen also shares tips and information about art supplies, creative tools, up-cycling, ways to save money, stay inspired and more!
Collects photography exercises that can be completed with any type of camera, including tutorials that focus on such topics as reflections, backlighting, tension, portraiture, and shadows.
The second edition of author Marques Vickers’ The Ultimate Guide To Selling Art Online is a concise reference source for artists enabling creative entrepreneurs to maximize the expanding sales capabilities of the Internet. This edition details important exposure strategies, existing and emerging sales opportunities and valuable promotional outlets. Over 500 useful reference websites are provided referencing art marketing, website design, sales and promotion outlets. This Ultimate Art Guide stresses the importance and urgency of cultivating a vibrant social media
presence via active postings and participation with content, social networking and weblog websites. These activities supplement an artist website with videos, feedback capabilities and resources to cultivate new and return buyers. The book stresses the importance of personalization and an artist’s articulation of their creative vision. Practical advice and supplementary consulting sources are offered on every aspect of website design, effective promoting through media exposure, direct mail and the cultivation of a potential and existing client base to establish long-term
sustainability. Concrete and instructive sales advice is provided on the most direct online sources available today for artists including online art galleries, eBay, Amazon and Etsy marketplace stores, auction houses, design industry outlets and barter exchanges. A chapter stresses alternative income sources including giclée reproductions and licensed art images. CONTENTS: A Fresh Dependency and Integration of Social Media Designing An Artist’s Website Drawing Traffic To Your Social Media Pages and Website Cultivating Media Exposure and Email Marketing
Alternative Income Sources through Self-Publishing and Licensing Who Buys Art? Online Art Gallery Sales Outlets Selling Via eBay, Etsy and Amazon Marketplaces Consigning and Selling Through Auction Houses Barter Exchanges and Cashless Transactions
Is that a shell? A pile of rocks? Waves, leaves, clouds? A stained glass window? Or just an inviting group of lines and shapes? And what do you want to do with it? It's all up to you, and it doesn't matter what you decide. This coloring book is a no-pressure invitation - to play, explore, focus, dream, or rest. These abstract, mosaic-style doodles can stimulate your imagination, free you from constraints, and pull you into a whimsical world of color. Color the shapes, color the spaces between the shapes, or color both. Emphasize patterns or fill spaces randomly. Use ninetysix colors or six, or just one! Get out a fine-tip pen and add to the designs - draw in borders, or shapes within or around the given shapes. There are even some blank pages at the end to fill with your own completely original doodles. Doodler JoAnne Lehman lives in Madison, Wisconsin, where she co-manages Zwerg Acres Urban Farm and Zwerg Acres Productions.
Paint Lab for Kids
Creating Art at the Speed of Life
Photo Craft
30 Creative Projects in Mixed-Media Assemblage
Water Paper Paint
The Complete Book of Mixed Media Art
Pretty Ornate Designs
Creating Digital Art with Adobe Photoshop Elements

Inspired by artist Tamara Laporte’s popular online art classes (willowing.org), Create Your Life Book presents 18 step-by-step mixed-media drawing and painting projects that encourage self-fulfillment through the creative process. Tamara’s kind, non-judgmental voice guides your way. What is holding you back? Where do you want to go? Let go of the past! Use these expressive exercises to help you recognize your personal challenges and other obstacles, then work through them. Let go of limiting beliefs, find courage, feel gratitude, heal pain, and develop self-love as you playfully create. Each themed chapter presents
four to five two-part projects. First, you will explore a common issue that hampers creativity and/or positive self-worth. The second portion is a step-by-step mixed-media art project designed to help you work through that issue. Just a few of the explorations: Let go of what no longer serves you by taking stock of what’s holding you back, then create a zentangle butterfly to symbolize you flying away from those limiting things. Embrace and love your inner quirky bird by taking an inventory of your quirky traits, then create a bird that celebrates them. Heal old wounds by writing a letter to yourself as a child, then create a
house to keep your inner child safe. Adding rich variety to the messages and art inspiration, some of the project outlines have been contributed by Tamara's guest teachers: Roxanne Coble, Andrea Gomoll, Alena Hennessy, Mystele Kirkeeng, Ivy Newport, and Effy Wild, each of whom are noted mixed-media artists in their own right. The final chapter presents a simple binding method for creating a keepsake book of your Life Book projects. Steeped in inspirational images and uplifting affirmations, Create Your Life Book can help you achieve both personal and creative growth.
This book is not only for "painters" but for all types of creative individuals who want to experience and play with watercolor, whether their background is mixed-media, textile art, journaling, or paper craft. Unlike the typical watercolor text books, this unique, beautiful volume is a field book of inspiration, creative ideas, how to's, and projects, all from an artist's perspective. Each creative exercise features a technique, shows step-by-step photographs, and includes a clever idea for a gift or project that can be made from the painted samples.
Featuring a wide variety of mixed media techniques, including drawing and painting, stamping, stitching, ephemera, encaustics, collaging, journaling, and more, The Complete Book of Mixed Media Art is the perfect resource for artists exploring the many ways they can expand their artistic horizons with mixed media art. Each technique is presented with simple step-by-step examples of how to wield basic art tools and materials to effect both traditional and cutting-edge mixed media concepts. Artists will not only learn a variety of new concepts and techniques, but also discover how to apply them within their own mixed
media projects. With so many techniques to choose from, The Complete Book of Mixed Media Art will inspire artists of all skill levels to explore the many ways they can get started with the ever-evolving, ever-popular mixed media art form.
For most photographers the picture is the end product of the creative process. For Catherine Anderson, it's just the beginning. In a wide array of projects using techniques from Photoshop to needle and thread, she shows beginner and experienced photographers alike how to turn their pictures into handmade objects of art, from books and collages to customised greeting cards.
Mixed Media Magic
An Invaluable Artist Reference Edition
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Creative Stamping with Mixed Media Techniques
52 Creative Exercises to Make Drawing Fun
Creative Stress
Exploring Creative Imagery for Use in Art, Mixed Media, and Design
Cut Out and Collage Art Book
Collage, Stitch, Fuse, and Journal Your Way to a More Creative Life

This book is a comprehensive how-to book about all aspects of creative painting. It serves as a reference and technique guide for painting with all types of craft and fine arts paints, including acrylics, oils, tempera, watercolor, and pastels. The organization provides easy access to information with step-by-step directions and 700 full-color photos for clear understanding. Galleries of artwork by a wide range of
artists offer the reader examples of what can be done with each of the painting categories and inspiration to pursue the hobby for themselves.
Digital Photography and Mixed Media--a creative match made in heaven! Love photography? Want to make yours better? Want to use your photography as a springboard for fabulous and diverse mixed media and digital projects? Photo Craft will help you elevate the average into the extraordinary! Using Adobe's Photoshop Elements and following thorough, easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions, you'll learn
to make basic adjustments to your photographs that will yield stunning and artistic results. You'll also learn to use those photographs--along with some everyday mixed-media supplies--to create unique and personal art. Inside You'll Find: • 13 stepped out mixed media techniques and projects • 16 stepped out digital techniques • 9 stellar techniques and projects from contributing artists including Michele
Beschen and Claudine Hellmuth • Dozens of great examples of and tips for iPhoneography • Countless inspirational suggestions for photo field trips and photo shoots • An author curated list of recommended apps to take your photos to the next level • Access to exclusive online materials including new techniques and projects and downloadable materials for your personal use So get to it! Take new pictures
today (any every day!), look through those boxes of old and long-forgotten photos, and free those lonely images from your hard drive. Make them better, make them new and make them art. Soon you'll be seeing things in a whole new way!
Waltzing Australia was born out of a dream-and a journey. After walking away from her corporate career, Cynthia Clampitt headed to Australia, to start over, to write, and to test the limits of what she could do. Waltzing Australia recounts that joyous adventure. It is a story about change and about making dreams come true. But more than that, it is about Australia: the history, legends and art, both European
and Aboriginal; the beauty, the challenge, the people, the land. From Sydney to Perth, Tasmania to Darwin, tropics to desert, city to wilderness, Clampitt carries the reader along on an exhilarating grand tour of a fascinating country. With a writing style reminiscent of Annie Dillard, she captures the essence of the land Down Under and invites others to fall in love with Australia.
Playing With Image Transfers teaches you the four image transfer methods: Packing Tape, Solvent, Medium, and Acrylic transfers and includes project ideas and an image gallery for added inspiration.
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